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A comically expressive tot pays tribute to
the all-important BLANKIE in a bright,
playful board book sure to have instant
toddler appeal. Anyone who's spent time with
a toddler knows that few crises compare with
the (even temporary) loss of a favorite
blankie. Here, in her humorous, bold graphic
style, Leslie Patricelli plays up this
scenario, surely near and dear to every
toddler's heart. BLANKIE is an affectionate
ode to that special object that comforts many
a child through the dramas of each day.
YES! This must-have toddler title sheds light
on some concepts with a comical flair.
Yanking cat by tail: no NO. Gentle pat on
back: yes YES. And it’s funny how dumping a
bowl of food gets a very different reaction
from mastering the use of a spoon. An
expressive baby demonstrates familiar
behaviors — and their predictable responses —
in an amusing book that merits a giant YES!
When it's time for bed, a baby marvels at his
new big kid bed.
Flipping from sad to mad can make for a bad
day, but Baby is learning some tricks for
getting the happy back. Sometimes Baby is
sad. And sometimes mad, mad, MAD! Baby
screams and falls to the floor, and a
spectacular tantrum follows, from furious
crying to the final flop. What happens when
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Baby wants to stop, but even hugging a
beloved blankie doesn’t dissolve the cranky?
Maybe a walkabout is in order, with some
mindful breathing to boot? Master of toddler
expression Leslie Patricelli turns the focus
to feelings in a relatable episode offering
some tips for helping the mad go away.
Hair
Baby Happy Baby Sad
Tooth
Daddy
Ella Sarah Gets Dressed
Yippee! Towel, hat, sunglasses, sand toys . . .
everyone's favorite baby is off and running for a day
at the beach--with a new friend. Pack a beach bag and
join Baby for that quintessential summer activity: a
day at the seashore. With a new little pal in tow, it's
time to put on sunscreen (rubby, rubby), set up the
umbrella (ouch, this sand is hot!), splash in the waves
(run away from the big ones!), and build a sandcastle
(extra hands help!). And don't forget ice cream!
Thankfully, there's a shower for rinsing off that
sandy, sticky stuff. There's so much to do and see
that it might be a challenge to get these babies back
home! Little ones off on a summer vacation will soak
up this fun adventure, and fans of the beloved Baby
will be tickled to meet an adorable new character.
A new toddler title charts a crucial achievement.
(Ages 1-3) There comes a point in a toddler’s life
when going in one’s diaper is only one possible
option, and the question must be raised: Should I go
in my potty? With pitch-perfect humor and pacing,
Leslie Patricelli follows the inner dialogue (sure to
have little ones shouting responses) and hilarious
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actions of everyone’s favorite Baby, winding up with
an over-the-top look of surprise and delight that will
have both parents and offspring laughing out loud. "I
did it!"
Whether you read it quietly or loudly, learning about
opposites has never been more fun - or funny - than
with this winning book. Sniffles are quiet, but
sneezes are loud. Amiably illustrated in a bright,
graphic style, Leslie Patricelli’s spirited book, QUIET
LOUD, stars an obliging, bald, and very expressive
toddler who acts out each pair of opposites with
comically dramatic effect.
Putting on her construction hat, a young girl uses her
imagination as she builds a doghouse, a bridge, and a
skyscraper.
The Rizzlerunk Club: The Big Bad Lies
Nighty-Night
No No Yes Yes
Huggy Kissy
On My Potty

YES! This must-have toddler title sheds
light on some concepts with a comical
flair that will make readers HAPPY. A
towering ice-cream cone makes Baby
HAPPY. But when that delectable treat
goes splat, it makes Baby SAD. And how
quickly HAPPY turns to SAD when a
favorite red balloon flies away! Even
the littlest listeners will relate to
this playful look at a pair of emotions
that are part of every baby’s day.
A subject dear to children’s hearts is
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in the spotlight as Leslie Patricelli’s
beloved baby character returns. Watch
out! Here comes Tickle Monster! Good
thing this baby is NOT ticklish. Well,
maybe just the feet . . . hee hee! And
the tummy . . . pbbbb! And, oh no — not
the armpits . . . har, har! Eee-hee! A
spirited tickle fest winds up as a
sweet family cuddle in a story sure to
tickle kids’ funny bones.
The #1 New York Times Bestseller: “A
hilarious take on that age-old problem:
getting the beloved child to go to
sleep” (NPR). “Hell no, you can’t go to
the bathroom. You know where you can
go? The f**k to sleep.” Go the Fuck to
Sleep is a book for parents who live in
the real world, where a few snoozing
kitties and cutesy rhymes don’t always
send a toddler sailing blissfully off
to dreamland. Profane, affectionate,
and radically honest, it captures the
familiar—and unspoken—tribulations of
putting your little angel down for the
night. Read by a host of celebrities,
from Samuel L. Jackson to Jennifer
Garner, this subversively funny
bestselling storybook will not actually
put your kids to sleep, but it will
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leave you laughing so hard you won’t
care.
TootCandlewick Press
Doggie Gets Scared
Go the F**k to Sleep
Big Little
The Birthday Box
Bigger! Bigger!
Describes hair from a toddler's perspective.
I’m Going to Give You a Bear Hug!, written by
bestselling author Caroline B. Cooney and illustrated
by Tim Warnes, is a playful and comforting bedtime
book that helps your child imagine all the wonderful
and silly ways someone might give and receive a
hug. And the lively text and illustrations show the
special connection between a parent and a child. I'm
Going to Give You a Bear Hug!: Has sweet,
whimsical rhymes that encourage playful interaction
between a caretaker and child Helps kids 4-8 wind
down and drift off to sleep Features all the ways kids
love to snuggle with the ones they love with humor
and whimsy Celebrates the special bond parents,
grandparents, and loved ones have with the children
in their lives Is perfect for bedtime and lap reading,
as well as a gift for birthdays, Valentine’s Day,
Easter, and Christmas Whether it’s a big bear, gasp
for air, knock over a chair hug or a wet and drippy,
slimy, slippy fish hug, children will giggle their way
through all the imaginative examples of hugs we can
give and receive. If you enjoy I’m Going to Give You
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a Bear Hug!, be sure to check out I’m Going to Give
You a Polar Bear Hug! for more hugging fun!
Hooray! SPLASH! Leslie Patricelli’s beloved Baby is
back! (Ages 1-3) It’s time for a bath! Whee! And
Baby obliges as only he can, playing with bubbles
(and using them to make facial disguises from
Santa’s beard to bunny ears), imitating a motorboat,
and letting Mommy wash his single hair. And what
would tubby time be without running away naked
and shiny clean--only to be scooped up and tickled?
A beloved bedtime ritual takes on new joy in Leslie
Patricelli’s bright artwork, exuberant language, and
simple, familiar scenes.
Ouch. Baby’s mouth feels funny. Something is
happening, and it’s not just that a puddle of drool
keeps escaping. There it is — a new tooth! And where
there’s one, there are soon to be more. From
discovering what’s good to bite (and what’s not) to
mastering the art of the toothbrush, Baby’s dental
adventure is sure to give little teething buddies
something to chew on.
Hop! Hop!
The Patterson Puppies and the Midnight Monster
Party
Blankie
Quiet Loud
Potty
It's Halloween! Time to dress up and trick-or-treat!
Learning about opposites has never been more fun - or
funny - than with this winning book. Yummy! Spaghetti is
yummy, but worms - and blue crayons, and sand, and
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other things too gross to mention - are definitely yucky
when tasted. Amiably illustrated in a bright, graphic style,
Leslie Patricelli’s spirited book, Yummy Yucky stars an
obliging, bald, and very expressive toddler who acts out
each pair of opposites with comically dramatic effect.
A comically expressive tot pays tribute to the allimportant BINKY in a bright, playful board book sure to
have instant toddler appeal. Anyone who's spent time
with a toddler knows that few crises compare with the
(even temporary) loss of a favorite binky. Here, in her
humorous, bold graphic style, Leslie Patricelli plays up a
scenario near and dear to every toddler's heart, raising
the plaintive question: can there be any peace in the
house when a beloved binky is not to be found?
Monkey Mike is reprimanded for making noise when he
taps pencils and clangs trash cans until he sees a drum
set in the music store and puts his hands-on talents to
work in a most impressive way.
I'm Going to Give You a Bear Hug!
Toot
Binky
In the Bath
Faster! Faster!

Pleading with her dad to push the swing higher and higher, a
little girl wonders just how high she has gone and compares
her journey to fantastical feats, like venturing higher than a
mountain or shooting straight into space!
Goodbye, crib. Hello, bed! Baby is happy to move on to the
next phase of sleep furniture. There’s so much to do on a
big, soft bed — lie on it, play on it, bounce on it! At bedtime,
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Daddy tucks Baby in, Mommy says good night, and
there’s so much space, and the bed feels so . . . different.
What now? Trepidation gives way to a good night’s sleep
in a celebration of a familiar toddler ritual.
Hatberry Shoeberry In my canoeberry Under the bridge
And over the dam Looking for berries Berries for jam
They're off...a boy and an endearing, rhyme-spouting bear,
who squires him through a fantastic world of berries. And
their adventure comes to a razzamatazz finale under a
starberry sky. Children will want to feast again and again on
Bruce Degen's exuberant, colorful pictures and his
rollicking, berryful rhymes. A young boy and a bear joyously
romp through the land of berries where there are raspberry
rabbits and a brassberry band with elephants skating on
strawberry jam!Bruce Degen's exuberant tale, with his
equally energetic and vibrant illustrations, is now a quality
board book.
Oh, baby! Leslie Patricelli’s one-haired wonder returns to
revel in Christmas. It’s almost Christmas, and baby simply
cannot contain the exuberance. There are things to decorate:
a tree, a gingerbread house, a doggy! There are very creative
presents to make, Santa to see (must be brave), carols to sing,
not to mention the big event itself. Come celebrate the
season with humor and joy as everyone’s favorite baby
puts a special spin on Christmas.
Mad, Mad, MAD
Fa La La
Tickle
Higher! Higher!
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Big Kid Bed
Whether you’re big or little, learning about opposites
has never been more fun - or funny - than with this
winning book. Ladies are big, but ladybugs are little.
Amiably illustrated in a bright, graphic style, Leslie
Patricelli’s spirited book, BIG LITTLE, stars an
obliging, bald, and very expressive toddler who acts
out each pair of opposites with comically dramatic
effect.
From everyone's favorite one-haired baby comes a
fond and funny ode to a special daddy, for Father's
Day or any day. Uppy, Daddy! Up so high. On the
shoulders. Touch the sky. Baby's daddy is big and
strong, and his legs are so, so long. He plays
horsey, he sings, he cooks, he cleans--this daddy
can do anything! In a sweet, simple board book
threaded with signature humor, Leslie Patricelli pays
tribute to the bond between a little one and a doting
daddy.
Shadows, strangers, thunder and lightning!
Sometimes a toy doggie gets scared. Don’t worry,
Doggie, Baby is here. Baby’s toy doggie is scared of
many things: shadows, swimming pools, strangers,
loud noises. Boom! Good thing Baby is there to help,
with a trusty blankie (which sometimes works). Baby
also comforts Doggie at daycare and at the
playground when Mommy steps out of their sight.
But when Doggie himself goes missing, could that be
too scary even for brave Baby? Leslie Patricelli gives
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a fearless new spin to a universal toddler
experience—and offers a few suggestions for things
that can help the scary go away.
An exuberant infant is lifted high in the air by
Mommy, kissed on the tummy by Daddy, and
snuggled by a puppy.
Splash!
Boo!
The Rizzlerunk Club: Best Buds Under Frogs
Be Quiet, Mike!
Yummy Yucky

A baby is delighted to experience his very first
fart.
A favourite bedtime ritual takes on new joy in
Leslie Patricelli's enticing bright artwork,
exuberant language and simple, familiar scenes.
Share the bathtime fun as baby plays, counts
rubber ducks, swims and blows bubbles - only to
be scooped up and tickled
When you've got to go, you've got to go But
where? There comes a point in every toddler's life
when the question must be raised - should I go in
my potty? With pitch-perfect humour and pacing,
Leslie Patricelli follows one baby's thoughts and
hilarious actions as they learn to use the potty for
the first time.
An imaginative young child has a wonderful time
playing with a box he receives for his birthday. On
board pages.
Mommy
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Tubby
Mummy
Lap-Sized Board Book
Jamberry Board Book
A father and daughter spend a day at the park where
daddy becomes an array of fast moving animals on which
his daughter rides, from a dog and a rabbit to a horse and
a cheetah.
Ella Sarah may be little, but she has a BIG sense of
style—and it shows in her very colorful favorite outfit. Her
mom, dad, and sister want her to dress just like them, but
when her flamboyantly dressed friends arrive, it’s clear
that Ella Sarah’s sense of style is just right.
When a little lie turns into a more serious one, will Lily and
Darby’s friendship survive—or is it the end of the
Rizzlerunk Club? Lily Lattuga finally feels settled after
moving to a new town and starting the fourth grade at a
new school. She gets to live right across the lake from her
best friend, Darby, who loves frogs and drawing just as
much as Lily does. They even have their own club: the
Rizzlerunks. But then things start going wrong: the new
boy in class is a liar and a bully, and Darby begins acting
strangely—she even breaks the Rizzlerunk pledge of
honesty and gets Lily into trouble! And when something
bad happens to one of the classroom rats on Lily’s watch,
Lily finds herself caught in a lie with no clear way out. She
realizes a little lie can snowball into a huge one that sucks
in every good feeling and hurts others terribly. What’s a
Rizzlerunk to do? Humorous, heartfelt, and full of
illustrations that bring Lily’s charmingly candid voice to life,
this second book in the Rizzlerunk Club series will
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resonate with anybody who has ever found it hard to do
the right thing.
The inimitable Baby brings a humorous spin to the
holidays in an e-book perfect for Easter time. The Easter
Bunny is coming! It’s time to dye eggs. Did you know that
red and blue make purple? That blue and yellow make
green? That an art project may result in a multicolored
Baby? There are bunny ears to wear (for the dog and cat,
too) and an Easter basket to put out before bedtime. What
will Baby find inside it the next morning?
Nighty-night, Baby! The cheekily charming tot
goes through a typical nightly routine in a
humorous bedtime book. Dinner is finished, the
sun is setting, and Baby is getting ready for bed,
sneaking in a naked dance before bath time. Then
it’s on to tooth cleaning, hair brushing, bear
hugging, and getting cozy in PJs. Finally it’s time
for a bedtime story (“Again! Again!”) and a song
with Mommy before Daddy turns out the light.
Kissy kissy!
Every day is Mother’s Day as the inimitable Baby
sings Mommy’s praises in a board book full of
humor and heart. Now we dance. Wiggle, wiggle. I
can make my mommy giggle! Mommy gives hugs
and kisses and says Baby’s belly is delicious. She
makes spaghetti that’s yummy and cleans Baby’s
face and tummy. Then it’s off to the park to play
hide-and-seek . . . where’s Mommy? Simple (and
silly) pleasures abound in this Baby’s-eye
celebration of a beloved mommy.
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Puppy siblings Andy, Penelope, and Jack help their
sister Petra overcome her fear of a nighttime
monster.
Ten years after Leslie Patricelli's first board book
took the toddler world by storm, she ventures into
a new genre with an offbeat and funny illustrated
middle-grade novel. Lily is pretty lucky. She made
a friend on the first day at her new school--even
after she barfed on the playground--and now she
and Darby are the only two members of the
RizzleRunk Club. Darby is fun. She tells funny
stories, she likes to catch frogs, and there's lots of
junk food at her house. Darby is good at lots of
things, too. Especially lying. Which Lily isn't. She
gets that ants-under-her-skin feeling when she
even thinks about doing it. But sometimes telling
the truth is just too hard, so when Lily accidently
does something to the class rat that she's afraid
to admit, she denies it. Soon the lie feels like
something awful sitting in the bottom of her
stomach. Will Lily find a way to let it out?
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